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A: Thanks to the support from @Saqib I've figured out the problem. I was using
the Download button at the top right of this page. Downloading from there,
instead of the download link will definitely generate errors. This is the better
download link from the site below I hope this saves others from this problem
I’ve been cruising with REI’s new carbon-reinforced core touring bikes. Talk

about a radical look: The frames are all-black, the spokes are matte, and even
the grips are carbon. But they are also light (one of the lightest bikes I’ve ever
ridden), stiff, and fit wonderfully. The Horizon Elite 16 (2016) is a great choice

if you’re looking for a company that would never sacrifice a light, strong ride to
save a few ounces. Look and Speed I’ve been admiring these bikes since REI
announced them last October. REI also provided a photo of a Horizon Elite 16
I’d already enjoyed on the trail. It’s a bit unconventional in some ways—REI
designed a short stem and seatpost to make the bike more easily able to be

ridden in the woods. (The brand’s gorgeous colored brochures with the bikes in
them also ooze geometry.) But overall, it’s an extremely well-executed bike,

and the reasons for it are clear. The new standard for all-around touring bikes
is to make them light, sturdy, fit-for-purpose, and quick. With the new 2016
lineup, REI is achieving this in spades. The new bikes are built with a new
proprietary, carbon-filled, high-modulus fiberglass that produces a stiffer

frame than a standard carbon bike. This trick produces a more surefooted ride,
as well as less chatter through rough pavement. But the new REI has sacrificed
nothing in the way of a well-executed bike that still feels light and nimble. The

bikes are also properly sized. I’ve kept my hands off the seatpost, and you
shouldn’t either. REI designed a really long, rather slim seatpost. A long post

and a long reach makes the bike really nice to ride, and it also makes a
comfortable bike for 6d1f23a050
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